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ABSTRACT
Text messages are sometimes prompts that lead to infor-
mation related tasks, e.g. checking one’s schedule, creating
reminders, or sharing content. We introduce MessageOnTap,
a suggestive interface for smartphones that uses the text in
a conversation to suggest task shortcuts that can stream-
line likely next actions. When activated, MessageOnTap
uses word embeddings to rank relevant external apps, and
parameterizes associated task shortcuts using key phrases
mentioned in the conversation, such as times, persons, or
events. MessageOnTap also tailors the auto-complete dictio-
nary based on text in the conversation, to streamline any
text input. We first conducted a month-long study of mes-
saging behaviors (N=22) that informed our design. We then
conducted a lab study to evaluate the effectiveness of Mes-
sageOnTap’s suggestive interface, and found that partici-
pants can complete tasks 3.1x faster with MessageOnTap
than their typical task flow.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Information systems applica-
tions; Mobile information processing systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Messaging apps are among the most popular apps for smart-
phone users. Recent reports from WhatsApp and Facebook
Messenger [24] indicate that both apps have more than one
billion monthly active users worldwide, with more than 100
billion messages sent each day. As of 2017, U.S. smartphone
users spent most of their time on instant messaging apps
[60], with an average of over 10 minutes across all users [61].
Messaging apps can be thought of as a nexus for receiv-

ing and handling many kinds of tasks related to external
apps, such as updating schedules in the Calendar, or look
up phone numbers in the Contacts. Users usually have to
switch back and forth between apps to complete tasks, wast-
ing a disproportionate amount of attention. For example,
receiving the message “when is the party tonight?" might lead
a person to go to their smartphone home screen, look for the
Calendar app, navigate to the right day, look up the informa-
tion, switch back to the messaging app, and then reply with
the time. This overall workflow of handling message-related
tasks is tedious and inefficient and hampers user productivity
and ongoing conversations.
We are interested in streamlining the user workflow in

completing such message-related tasks. In this paper, we de-
fine message-related tasks as tasks initiated by information
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� The suggestive interface presents users a

ranked list of external apps, each app include

some common task shortcuts (``New contact”,

``View contact”), and an parameterized task 

shortcut (``Show photos taken at Los Angeles”).

�MessageOnTap is available for

assistance in conversation. User can

activate MessageOnTap by hitting .

It then parses on-screen texts, and

then pop up a task-centric suggestive

interface.

a) User conversation in WhatsApp b) MessageOnTap’s suggestive interface

①

②

�With task shortcut, users can effectively

complete task effectively using 2-4 taps.

③

Figure 1: MessageOnTap (right) is a conversation-aware suggestive interface. Users can get access to external apps to complete
related tasks. Once activated, MessageOnTap presents a task-centric interface to suggest users conversation-relevant apps,
some common in-app task shortcuts (e.g., “View contacts") and parameterized task shortcuts based on the mentioned key
phrases (e.g., “Show photos taken at Los Angeles").

needs expressed by some messages in ongoing conversa-
tions, which require users to access other apps to complete
the majority of the task. There is currently little support for
handling such tasks. In particular, intelligent features are typ-
ically not oriented towards understanding conversations and
connecting to relevant task-oriented apps. Search-integrated
soft keyboards make it easier for users to access contents
on the web [29] or stored in the phone [35] whenever users
start to type. However, due to a lack of conversation aware-
ness, these general-purpose keyboards require additional
user efforts in composing search queries, even if related con-
tents are already mentioned in conversation. There are also
screen-aware intelligent features in mobile OS [28, 50], of-
fering on-demand suggestions related to on-screen contents.
However, these suggestions are not tailored to conversations,
and most of the suggestions are mostly designed to bring up
publicly-available contents, such as celebrities, restaurants,
and song name, rather than often-mentioned personal con-
tents in conversation, such as contacts, schedules, documents,
and images.

Offloading complex task workflow to language-perceptive
interfaces is a promising approach to efficiently handle tasks.
For example, conversational agents [22, 30, 36] can be trig-
gered by user utterances to activate underlying in-app ac-
tions of relevance, mitigating user costs in looking for the
right app and the right in-app page for tasks. This might

still require users to reiterate the mentioned contents in con-
versation. Explicit user voice commands can also limit the
use of such services in public spaces [8]. The now defunct
M suggestions feature [25] in Messenger aimed to predict
users’ next logical tasks based on conversation understand-
ing, which is a conversation-aware intelligent agent that
requires minimal user efforts to get things done. While it
shares the same broad goal as us, it tends to map the diversity
of user conversations into a narrower space of suggestions
and has an intrusive interaction style. For example, it pops
up “start plan" whenever it detects any text related to time.
This mismatch incurred many negative user reviews, such
as it is actively in the way [17] and irrelevant [26].
To better study the relationship between user conversa-

tions and subsequent tasks, as well as the costs messaging
app users currently have in handling these message-related
tasks, we conducted an in situ study with 22 users over 4
weeks, collecting their messages as well as UI actions on
their smartphones. In our analysis of this data, we found two
connections between conversations and their subsequent
tasks: 1) In task-related conversations, people often implic-
itly express their intent to use external apps, for example,
talking about “going to sleep" before switching to an alarm
app to set up an alarm for tomorrow. 2) Certain key phrases
in conversations (e.g. person names, time expressions, event
names, etc.) can be used in the subsequent tasks to retrieve
a piece of information or filling in details.
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Based on these findings, we developed MessageOnTap
(Figure 1), a unified and suggestive interface designed to
streamline the process of handling message-related tasks, by
bridging the gap between conversations and external apps.
Our current implementation works as a user-activated over-
lay on top of popular messaging apps, such as Messenger
and WhatsApp. Once activated, MessageOnTap scans mes-
sages on the screen and then offers task shortcuts to relevant
external apps. If MessageOnTap can correctly suggest useful
task shortcuts, then it can greatly streamline the process of
seeking the right app, looking for the right in-app function-
ality, and doing text entry related to the task. Our current
implementation of MessageOnTap supports task shortcuts
for commonly used apps, including Photo Gallery,Documents,
Calendar, Reminders, and Contacts.

Just like most existing dashboards in messaging apps, Mes-
sageOnTap organizes the task-related functionalities by apps.
The novelty is that it surfaces relevant task shortcuts directly
to users (e.g., “share photos" is under Gallery), and param-
eterize task shortcuts with extracted key phrases from a
conversation. The apps are also ranked based on their rele-
vance to an ongoing conversation (see Figure 1b). Keyphrases
mentioned in conversations can be also used to streamline
text inputs during the task. For example, if a user chooses to
create a new calendar event through a MessageOnTap task
shortcut, the text auto-complete will include key phrases
extracted from the text, so users would have minimal text
entry costs.

We offer the following contributions toHCI: (1)We present
a 22-user study that characterizes the workflow and costs
of people in completing message-related tasks, providing
evidence of the semantic relevance between conversations
and their subsequent tasks. (2) We introduce the design of
MessageOnTap, which is a suggestive interface to reliably
provide conversation-relevant task shortcuts from instant
messages. (3) We demonstrate an approach to enable mes-
saging app dashboards to be more conversation-aware and
better connected to task-oriented apps.

2 MOBILE MESSAGING STUDY
We conducted an in situ study of mobile messaging behaviors
to understand i) what kinds of costs there are in handling
message-related tasks, and ii) how to reduce these costs. The
study participants were college students at a large university
in North America and were recruited during Fall 2017.
22 students (mean age 24.8, 11 females) were recruited

through flyers posted in campus and participated in our ex-
periment for 2-4 weeks. Data were collected for an average
of 26.8 days (SD=9.5). To log a variety of app events, all par-
ticipants were required to use Android smartphones as their
primary device. Our recruited participants all had at least one
messaging app installed on their phone prior to the study. At

the beginning of the study, participants were asked to install
a custom data collector app that would allow us to collect
smartphone usage data. They were instructed to turn on the
Accessibility permission setting on their phone, with warn-
ings that this enables sharing UI actions, including on-screen
texts. Our data collector, operating as an Accessibility Ser-
vice, continuously log the screen content after user-initiated
UI events (such as touch and text input events) and uploads
the collected screen content to our secured server whenever
there is a WiFi connection on phone. By screen content, we
mean the GUI tree data structure and related view compo-
nents, as offered by the Accessibility API. At the end of the
study, we uninstalled the collector from their phones and
compensated participants with $70 cash.
Methods
The collected continuous series of screen contents allow us
to identify when users are in a particular messaging app, as
well as specific user actions in the subsequent apps that users
switched to. To facilitate analysis, we extracted all text from
the screen content (e.g., text fields and content descriptions
of Button, EditText and TextView).
Our analysis is comprised of two steps. We first anno-

tated each individual message text based on their topics, to
understand what topics led to tasks. Then, we performed
a cross-app analysis on message-related tasks, to map out
the relationship between a conversation and subsequent
switches to an external app. Our message topic annotation
followed a general inductive approach [63]. Two of the au-
thors read through 200 randomly selected messages and
worked together to form an initial codebook. We then had
three annotators (undergrad researchers) code the corpus
over 3 rounds, updating the codebook between rounds. Every
message was coded by at least 2 annotators. Codes for the
third round were considered final. While annotators could
assign multiple codes per message, we required that each
message at least be categorized as either conversational or
informational. This is based on previous work on under-
standing user intents from natural corpus [19, 49]. One of
the authors served as a tie-breaker to ensure all messages
were assigned at least one code. After the topic annotation
process, annotators annotated the app transitions between
conversations with at least one informational message and
the on-screen tasks of subsequent apps, to determinewhether
or not an app transition was indeed a message-related task.
Finally, all message-related tasks were identified using ma-
jority votes.

Results
In the 4 weeks of our study, our participants used 260 dif-
ferent Android apps. There were 10 messaging apps used,
including Google Hangouts, GroupMe, Line, Slack, WeChat,
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WhatsApp, Messenger, as well as built-in SMS apps (e.g.,
Android Messages, Samsung Messages, Sony Ericsson Mes-
sages). After excluding messages in Spanish and Chinese,
there were 19015 messages (7796 were sent by participants).
On average, participants spent 28.3 minutes in their messag-
ing apps, with 17.0 received messages (Min=3, Q1=4, Med=9,
Q3=7, Max=18, SD=4.34) and 11.8 sent messages (Min=1,
Q1=5, Med=11, Q3=25.5, Max=33, SD=10.6) per day. 78.6%
messages were short messages with less than 7 words.

Finding 1: Message-related tasks are not common, but are
slow to complete. In our topic analysis and cross-app task
analysis, we found that the majority of messages were sent
for conversational purposes and were not associated with
any tasks or external apps (53.9% of messages, e.g. “You put
me in panic mode now", “Such a great initiative :p").

Informational messages were seen slightly less often in a
conversation (46.1% of messages). However, informational
messages were likely to be associated with tasks in external
apps. Participants informed each other about their avail-
ability to communicate (2.54% , "Yeah sorry just got out of a
meeting"), which might prompt users to place phone calls;
coordinated upcoming events (13.7%, “How is 16th?"), which
might prompt users to access calendar schedules; shared per-
sonal content (12.7%, e.g. contact information, photos and
URLs), which might prompt users to access other external
apps. There were also informational messages that were pri-
marily sent to convey current status and were not associated
with external apps (17.1%, e.g., “leaving home in 2 mins").

Examining informational messages more closely, we found
participants completed 706 message-related tasks in total. Al-
though 1.19 message-related tasks per day on average is not a
lot (Min=Q1=0, Med=1, Q3=2, Max=6, SD=1.28), it took users
an average of 82.2s to complete a message-related task, with
a very high standard deviation (Min=15, Q1=40.2, Med=181.3,
Q3=200, Max=319, SD=93.7). The most frequently used app
category for message-related tasks is email (35.7%), followed
by web-related content (16.2%) such as search, social net-
working and news, navigation (10.1%), calendar and to-do
list (9.8%), contacts (8.2%), finance-related (6.7%), weather
(4.7%), photo gallery (1.8%), and documents (1.0%).

Finding 2: The time to complete a message-related task can be
broken down into several common stages. We further catego-
rized message-related tasks into retrieval tasks which involve
looking up content (e.g., checking schedules or sharing pho-
tos), and creation tasks which involve filling in details for a
data item (e.g., ordering coffee, adding a new reminder, up-
dating details for a local contact). Figure 2 shows our model
describing the stages involved in handling these tasks.
Users start with App Seeking, looking for the desired ex-

ternal app. Then, for many retrieval tasks, users do Data

task
begin

task
complete

:

X
:

Y
:

Z

b. Data Selection

c. Data Entry

a. App Seeking
d. Reply

Type message..

direct creation task

retrieval-based creation task

retrieval task

Figure 2: Our stage-based model for message-related tasks.
Using the messages shown in Figure 3b as an example, the
user switches out of the messaging app to look for the
Calendar app in the App Seeking stage; scrolls down to view
the next week and select Tuesday in theData Selection stage;
fills in the event name and selects the event time in theData
Entry stage; and finally returns to the original conversation
to inform that the task is complete in the Reply stage.

Selection, which involves navigating or searching for the de-
sired data, for example, to view the schedule for a day or
to look up someone in one’s contact list to place a call. For
creation tasks, users engage in Data Entry to enter in details
for a new data item (such as an upcoming reservation or
a calendar event) or update an existing data item (such as
updating a person’s contact information). Upon completion
of the task, users might go back to their original conversa-
tion for a follow-up Reply related to the task. Our cross-app
analysis identified various costs across these stages, in terms
of time to complete. In the App Seeking stage, it took par-
ticipants an average of 6.19s to locate an app (Min=1.30,
Q1=3.50, Med=10.01, Q3=10.50, Max=40.0). Users can access
external apps faster if they are frequently used, but 30.7% of
the time the task-related apps were not in listed in the app
suggestions in the Android default launcher.

Once in the right app, users had to traverse an average of
2.4 screens (SD=0.51) to get to the desired data, taking an
average of 5.24s (Min=4.30s, Q1=4.82, Med=6.17, Q3=6.50,
Max=9.5s). For example, to view a schedule for the desired
day, a user would need to manually navigate to the desired
date out of a monthly or weekly calendar. If a search bar
is provided in the app, to book a restaurant, a user would
search the restaurant for reservations, instead of navigat-
ing a long list of nearby restaurants. It on average took
15.5s (Min=4.30s, Q1=4.12, Med=4.5, Q3=10.3, Max=120.1s,
SD=30.8) for users in data entry stage. Sometimes this in-
cludes the time spent for users to copy items from mes-
sages and manually paste them to related input fields in the
task-related app (Mean=3.27s, Min=2.16s, Q1=2.3, Med=2.8s,
Q3=4.1, Max=4.5s).
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Just got home

send those hofbrauhaus pics no?

"pics", "send"

”meet up“, ”free”,
“Tuesday”, “next week”

So Tuesday next week we prep
for our duet scene?

If you are free we could meet up

hofbrauhaus

“Tuesday”, “next week” 
“prep”

Conversation Next app

Photos

Calendar

Keywords

a) Send photos

b) Schedule events

Figure 3: Messages can be related to subsequent external
apps in two ways: (i) Certain keywords (top of the arrows)
are related to functionality offered by another app, indicat-
ing an intent to use that app. In a) the keywords “pics" and
“send" indicate a request for photos, suggesting a likelihood
of going to a Photo Gallery app next; (ii) Some keywords
(under the arrows) might be directly used in a subsequent
task. In b) the user manually navigated to next Tuesday, and
typed “prep" while creating a new event in the Calendar.

Finally, 8.5% message-related tasks conclude with a re-
ply back into the original conversation, which took on av-
erage 6.45s.(Min=1.9, SD=3.11, Med=6.5s, Q1=3.3, Q3=10.1,
Max=11.4s). The costs here include switching back to the
messaging app and composing a reply, which might involve
manually copying the data items from the external app and
pasting them to the right text box.

Finding 3: The text of a conversation is often semantically rele-
vant to the apps and text used for App Seeking, Data Selection,
and Data Entry. A closer examination of conversation mes-
sages and their subsequent tasks reveals that in task-related
conversations, users sometimes implicitly suggest their in-
tent to use another app (see Figure 3 for some example mes-
sages in our dataset). We manually annotated key phrases
in the collected message dataset, and found that 32.2% of
the collected messages contained one or more key phrases1,
including time (11.6%), URLs (1.9%), phone numbers (1.4%),
email addresses (0.8%), and common named entities such as
a person’s name (3.8%), event name (6.1%), or place name
(11.8%). 71.1% of message-related tasks contained at least
one of these key phrases. In these cases, we found that par-
ticipants either explicitly copied the mentioned key phrase
into their task-related app, or manually typed in the text, as
shown in Figures 3. This led to our insight that text input in
subsequent tasks can be simplified by connecting these key
phrases to external apps.

15.2% of messages contain more than one key phrases.

3 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
Our work touches on several areas including mobile phone
usage understanding, app recommendation, and conversation-
aware intelligence. More generally, MessageOnTap’s design
is deeply influenced prior principles of designing context-
aware systems. We now summarize the related work in these
respective domains.

Understanding Usages of Messaging Apps
Back in 2011, Church et al. ’s study in mobile web access
patterns [7] found that on mobile devices, some user informa-
tion needs are sparked by conversations, followed by search
activities in the browser. Since this study, we have seen de-
clining mobile browser use at large [4, 40], with most of
the web traffic being shifted from browsers to a wide vari-
ety of installed apps on users’ phones. In keeping with this
trend, it is important to understand what tasks, in what apps,
are prompted by what kinds of conversations. This requires
a systematic study of conversation and its relationship to
task-oriented mobile apps. To solicit conversations at scale,
prior studies either crowd-source screenshots that are hand-
picked by users [4, 39], or collect conversation history from
customized messaging apps [5]. Neither of these approaches,
however, can be easily extended to capture various kinds of
subsequent user actions resulted from conversations. Instead,
we collect objective in situ phone usage data to continuously
sample detailed in-app contents in time-series. This also al-
lows us to perform a deeper level analysis of smartphone
users than existing work [6, 21, 43]. By examining the de-
tailed on-screen contents of the foreground-running apps
of users, we can quantify the time spent on each user ac-
tion, and conduct content analysis to investigate relevance
between conversations and subsequent tasks.

Connecting Conversation with Apps
Asmessaging apps such as iMessage,Messenger, andWeChat
gradually grow from communication tools to platforms for
app integration [23, 27, 37], the messaging app dashboards
have evolved as the next app launcher on phone [10], with
tens of apps being squeezed into much smaller screen space.
It is therefore imperative to redesign these app-enriched
dashboards to help users efficiently get access to their in-
tended apps. There are predictive algorithms that leverage
temporal [58], spatial [62] and frequency-based information
[3] for app recommendation. MessageOnTap contributes a
conversation-based app prediction model which connects
implicit user intents to mobile app functionality. While prior
HCI systems also map natural language to underlying func-
tionality, in MessageOnTap, we specifically explore the fea-
sibility of mapping human-to-human conversations to app
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functionalities, instead of human-to-machine queries to sys-
tem commands [1, 11, 12, 14]. To represent app functional-
ities, we leverage the publicly-available app descriptions,
which has been shown effective in-app suggestion tasks
based on individual short tweets [51].

Conversation-aware Intelligence
Automatic suggestions of short text reply (e.g, “sounds good",
“will do") for incoming messages [38, 65] can greatly im-
prove user efficiency in text entry, and there are also specific
language-based models to provide reply suggestions of pho-
tos [41] or documents [64]. Yet it is not well understood
how to apply such individual language models to facilitate
diverse kinds of tasks each mobile app has to offer. In Mes-
sageOnTap, we demonstrate extractions of various kinds of
key phrases (e.g., person, location, time, etc.) can be used
to support matching task shortcuts in commonly used apps,
such as Photo Gallery, Documents, Calendar, Reminders,
and Contacts.

Hyperlinked texts (e.g., “I can be reached at 804-222-1111")
are commonly seen in text-rich apps such as IM or email apps,
offering users direct deep links to certain apps. However, they
are limited to highly-structured texts (e.g, phone numbers,
dates), and each hyperlink can facilitate tasks on one piece of
text only (e.g, “create contact" and “add to existing contact"
for a hyperlinked phone number). MessageOnTap supports a
broader range of key phrases like names of place, event, and
person. It also demonstrates an affordance to organize task
suggestions for a number of apps, which can be generated
by key phrases scattered across different messages in the
conversation. All these cannot be well supported in the form
of hyperlinks.

MessageOnTap also draws on insights from tools designed
to provide general-purpose suggestions to on-screen con-
tents [13, 28, 50]. All of these systems use Accessibility APIs
to collect on-screen app contents for semantic (e.g., entity
types) extractions, entity linking, and content recommenda-
tion. While sharing the same underlying technique to collect
texts from screen, MessageOnTap specifically provides sug-
gestions tailored to conversation dynamics, where 1) the
required task parameters are often scattered across differ-
ent messages, and 2) there is ambiguity in user-expressed
intents and it is often uncertain what would be the next step
for users to take in the task.

Getting the Right Design
An old and ongoing debate in HCI research highlights the
tension between direct control by users versus automated
actions done on users’ behalf by intelligent agents [59]. For
system innovations that facilitate message-related tasks, di-
rect manipulation systems [23, 27, 29, 35, 37] grant users
more control, but require additional user costs in composing

queries to retrieve content [29, 35], or navigating to the in-
tended apps [23, 27, 37]. Automated services [25, 41], on the
other hand, tend to map the diversity of user conversations
into a disproportionately small space of suggestions, gener-
ating many false positives. The resulted intrusiveness hurts
the usability of such an intelligent agent in general [17, 26].
As Schilit et al. [55] point out for context-aware communica-
tion systems, automating either sensing or action tend to do
reasonably well, but systems that do both tend to fail, largely
due to mismatches between what is being sensed what is
actually taking place in social interactions.
HCI researchers have also looked at how to combine the

best of both worlds with mixed-initiative systems [20], of-
fering principles as to when an intelligent system should
proactively take action versus when a user should. We intend
to seek a better middle-ground between direct manipulation
and automated service for MessageOnTap’s design. After
multiple early design iterations, we finally homed in on a
design that always keeps users in the interaction loop. Users
have to explicitly activate MessageOnTap, just like how they
normally interact with the existing dashboards in messag-
ing apps. Task shortcuts are filled in with the most likely
inputs, ordered by the relevance of their parent apps. From
an interaction perspective, this kind of suggestive interface
streamlines the process of handling message-related tasks
without sacrificing control.

4 THE MESSAGEONTAP SYSTEM
The analysis of message-related tasks, coupled with lessons
from past work, helped establish our vision for MessageOn-
Tap. We want MessageOnTap to leverage content from exist-
ing conversations to suggest task shortcuts that can stream-
line interactions with external apps, thus minimizing the
costs of seeking the right app, navigating to the right screen,
entering text, and typing text for relevant replies.MessageOn-
Tap presents a unified dashboard for users to access external
apps as well as common in-app task shortcuts (see Figure 1).
It also surfaces the most relevant parameterized task short-
cut for each app. Other features include data filters and text
auto-complete (see Figure 4). Behind the scene are two core
components: an app ranking algorithm that uses the cur-
rent conversation to rank external apps (see Figure 5e), and
a shortcut selection pipeline which associates key phrases
mentioned in a conversation to a set of shortcut templates
supported by each app (see Figures 5a-d). The conversation
understanding algorithms we use currently cannot easily run
on a modern smartphone, so we do this kind of processing
on a cloud server.

Suggestive UI features
App Drawer. When activated, MessageOnTap overlays an
app drawer on top of the ongoing conversation (shown in
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Figure 5f). The app drawer is a list of cards, each of which
contains common in-app task shortcuts as well as at most
one parameterized task shortcut for one app. App cards are
ranked according to their relevance to the current conver-
sation semantics. To improve suggestion relevance [55], we
choose to display only one parameterized task shortcut per
app /card. As user tests in our earlier prototypes suggest, dis-
playing all valid parameterized task shortcuts at once would
generally make users feel lost in selecting the right action,
rather than focusing on finishing the task itself.

a) data filters b) auto-complete options

Figure 4: MessageOnTap uses extracted key phrases to facil-
itate data filters (left) and text auto-complete (right).

Auto-complete & Data filters. MessageOnTap also uses key
phrases extracted from a conversation for auto-complete
and data filter functionality (see Figure 4). Auto-complete
streamlinesData Entry for creation tasks (e.g. a new reminder
or new contact) by tailoring the text input auto-complete
dictionary to include mentioned names, events, places, etc.
Data filters help with retrieval tasks (e.g. viewing contacts
or sharing images) by displaying the right content type and
then easily filtering based onmentioned names, places, times,
etc. To increase relevance, filters only show valid options.
For example, a future time expression (e.g., next Sunday) is
valid for the Calendar app but not for the Photo Gallery app.
By introducing auto-complete and data filters, MessageOn-
Tap can help users to mitigate costs when they enter/select
conversation-relevant data, even if the provided parameter-
ized task shortcut is not selected.

Selecting Relevant Shortcuts
Similar to the app shortcuts [2, 15] that users can access in
the app launcher, MessageOnTap has task shortcuts for users
to get quick access to in-app functionality without switching
out of a conversation, minimizing the need to access pages
that are not related to the task. To define task shortcuts, we
first revisit the use cases of these apps in our in situ study,

summarize the common purposes of using such apps, and
seek functionality abstraction of these tasks. Some examples
of these task shortcuts are listed in Figure 5c.
MessageOnTap introduces parameterized task shortcuts

to minimize task costs in both Data Selection and Data En-
try. To generate parameterized task shortcuts, we take the
widely-used slot-filling approach. For each task shortcut of
an app, we define one or more shortcut templates specifying
the types of key phrases (i.e., slots) to look for, as well as the
interfaces to display and the actions to execute. For example,
the Photo Gallery app defines a template Show my photos
taken at <T_PERIOD> that can be matched with times men-
tioned in conversations, as well as a code snippet that can
display a user’s photos for a given period of time.
As shown in Figure 5a, when selecting the most relevant

task shortcut, an app might have multiple shortcuts matched,
because 1) an app can have more than one task shortcut
template, and 2) theremight be several key phrases appearing
in the conversation. We describe the steps MessageOnTap
takes to rank the most relevant task shortcut below. On
average, all these steps can be processed by the backend in
about one second.

Step 1: Selecting task-related key phrases. MessageOnTap first
uses Google Natural Language API [32] for part-of-speech
tagging (noun, verb, etc) and named entity recognition (classi-
fying texts into pre-defined categories such as person names,
organizations, locations) on messages on the current screen,
extracting key phrases such as event names, place names,
person names, time expressions, phone numbers, and email
addresses (see Figure 5a). MessageOnTap then puts these
extracted key phrases into separate schemes, which are later
used to match with task shortcuts (see Figure 5b).
For time expressions, we assume that different levels of

time expressions (a precise time, a calendar day, or a longer
period of time) are used in conjunction with each other [53],
to suggest a more specific time. For example, in messages
1-3 shown in the conversation in Figure 5, “10 am" refers
to the 10:00 am at the upcoming Wednesday (in reference
to the time of conversation), when there is a calendar day
“this Wednesday" in the vicinity to the message containing “
10 am". Also, for time expressions of the same level, a more
recent time expression is considered to be more relevant. For
example, scheduling often involves users to discuss different
time options, while the last mentioned time always tends to
be a time that is agreed by both ends of the conversation.
For event expressions, we use event entities detected by

the named entity recognition algorithm. We also consider all
verb phrases (e.g., “meet you", “talk about the project", etc.) as
events, except those which are used as adjuncts. Coreference
resolution is also performed if needed, e.g. converting “meet
you" to “meet Lisa" if messaging with Lisa.
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Entities:
Place “Los Angeles”, “Starbucks”
Time “next week”, “10am”, “this Wednesday”, this week”
Person “Jordan”
Other “BBQ”, “Fengmao”, “project”
Pos-tags:
Verb “ask”, “try”, “heading”, “meet”, “talk”

T_PLACE “Los Angeles, US”, “Starbucks, 1889 Broadway”
T_MOMENT “10am this Wednesday”, 
T_PERIOD “next week”, “this week”
T_PERSON “Jordan”
T_EVENT “ask Jordan”, “try Fengmao”, 
“head to Los Angeles”, “meet Lisa”, “talk about the project”

1. Show my photos taken at <Los Angele> < next week>
2. Show my photos taken at <Los Angeles>

1. Show my contact <Jordan Bennett>

1. New event <ask Jordan> <Los Angeles> <10am this 
Wednesday>
2. New event<Los Angeles>  <10am this Wednesday>

1. New reminder <ask Jordan> <10am this Wednesday>
2. New reminder <ask Jordan> <Los Angele>
3. Reminder me at < 10am this Wednesday >

a) Pos-tagging & Entity Recognition
c) Shortcut Matching & Ranking d) Shortcut Validation

App Descriptions

e) App Ranking

f) MessageOnTap

· ··· ··

···· ··
··· ··

··· ··

#1

#2

#3

Show my photos <PLACE> <T_PERIOD>
Show my photos <PLACE>
Show my photos <T_PERIOD>

Add <PHONE> to contact <PERSON>
Show my contacts <NAME>

New event <EVENT> <PLACE> <T_MOMENT>
New event <PLACE> <T_MOMENT>
Actions related to <T_MOMENT>

New reminder <EVENT> <T_MOMENT>
New reminder <EVENT> <LOCATION>
Reminder me at <T_MOMENT>
Remind me when I arrive at <PLACE>

User Conversation

b) Key Phrase Resolution

Oh btw I am heading to Los Angeles next
week. Do you have any recommendations?

You should try Fengmao. they
got pretty neat BBQ!

Also ask Jordan. He did his
undergrad there.

What’s his number?

We need to meet up this week to
talk about the project.

How about this Wednesday? My
schedules are wide open.

Ok I will meet you at Starbucks 10am!

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Lisa

Figure 5: User messages are collected for two parallel analyses: a-d) Generating parameterized task shortcuts and selecting the
most relevant one for each app, and e) ranking external apps according to their relevance to the conversation. The results of
the analyses are then integrated to generate suggestive interfaces on the user’s phone, constructing ranked cards of apps and
the task shortcuts inside of each app card, as shown in f).

For place expressions,MessageOnTap retrieves auto-complete
predictions of recognized location entities [34] based on the
user’s current location, and associates each place expression
(“Starbucks") with a more specific physical location (“Star-
bucks at 1889 Broadway, New York, NY 10023", if the user is
nearby). This physical location is used for task shortcuts if
the task needs an exact street address for some services, for
example, a location trigger for a reminder.
Step 2: ShortcutMatching&Ranking. The selected key phrases
from Step 1 are used to match all defined shortcut templates.
For example, all listed shortcut templates in Figure 5c) are
matched except Add <PHONE> to contact <NAME>, because
there is no phone number mentioned. Our heuristics for
ranking all matched shortcuts are as follows. (1) Specificity:
a task shortcut which has more matched parameters is more
specific and can potentially mitigate more user costs, and
so is ranked as more relevant. For example, Show my photos
taken at <PLACE> <T_PERIOD> would bring users more spe-
cific photos to share, as referred in the conversation, there-
fore, should be ranked higher than Show my photos taken at
<PLACE>. (2) Recency: A task shortcut which is matched using
a more recent set of mentioned entities is considered to be
more relevant. For example, in Figure 5, the user’s conversa-
tion contains two topics: i) scheduling an upcoming meeting
(messages 1-3) and ii) discussing Los Angeles (messages 4-7).
There are key phrases mentioned in both topics, and thus two

possible matches for the shortcut template Remind me when
I arrive <PLACE>. Because “Starbucks" was mentioned in
a more recent message, the task shortcut Remind me when
I arrive <Starbucks, 1889 Broadway> is ranked higher
than Remind me when I arrive <Los Angeles>.

Step 3: Validating shortcut parameters. MessageOnTap of-
floads the language processing in Step 1 and Step 2 to a cloud
backend because the related entity recognition operations
are computationally intensive. After Steps 1 & 2, the back-
end returns all ranked task shortcuts to the client for further
validation, since not all task shortcuts are valid according to
the in-app contents. For example, for a retrieval task short-
cut Show my photos taken at <Starbucks>, <10am this
Wednesday> would not be valid because 1) all photos are
taken in the past, and 2) there are no photos taken at Star-
bucks for this particular user.

App Ranking Algorithm
In MessageOnTap, ranking relevant apps is framed as infor-
mation retrieval (IR) problem, where the current conversa-
tion is the “query" to retrieve relevant app “documents". This
approach is based on our messaging behavior study, which
found that conversations in messaging apps often contained
implicit intents to access external apps. To represent each
app, MessageOnTap uses publicly-available app descriptions
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from mobile app markets, in our case Google Play. Develop-
ers tend to present concise and accurate representations of
their app functionality in app descriptions [51].

To retrieve app descriptions based on conversation queries,
we perform a “semantic search" [16], using the implicit user
intents of user conversation as the “query", which can ad-
dress the typical challenge of vocabulary mismatch in IR
tasks [56]. Specifically, MessageOnTap uses word embed-
dings to represent the semantic meaning of individual words,
and measure the “relevance" between conversations and app
descriptions using cosine similarity between the word em-
bedding centroids of each individual app description and
the conversation (see Figure 5e). Trained under the distribu-
tional hypothesis in which "a word is characterized by the
company it keeps", word embeddings are effective vector rep-
resentations of words, which has been shown to be effective
in a wide range of semantic understanding tasks, such as
sentiment analysis and topic modeling.

We trained our word embedding model on a corpus of one
month’s Reddit comments (from June 2018) using Word2Vec
[48]. We felt this was a reasonable data set as it is a social site
with a great deal of conversation and slang. We eliminated
tokens appearing less than 5 times in the corpus, yielding a
final model of 914027 words, each of which is mapped to a
100-dimensional word vector. To boost accuracy, before com-
puting centroids, both the bags of words of conversations
and app descriptions are re-weighted by inverse document
frequency [66], and words in each message from the conver-
sation are re-weighted by recency [45]. The intuition behind
this is to consider less-frequent words in more recent mes-
sages are more representative to reveal user intents.

5 EVALUATION
Can MessageOnTap help users accomplish message-related
tasks efficiently?What benefits and drawbacks does a unified
suggestive interface provide over existing task workflow?
We performed experiments to evaluate MessageOnTap’s reli-
ability of suggestions and ran a study to validate MessageOn-
Tap’s design, and compared it to existing message-related
task workflow. Following the study, we asked participants
about their impressions of the system.

To evaluate our algorithms, we used mean average preci-
sion (MAP) and mean reciprocal rank (MRR) as evaluation
metrics. Precision is defined as the fraction of retrieved apps
(or selected task shortcuts) that are relevant to the number of
retrieved apps (or selected task shortcuts), and the average
precision (AP) is computed over the precision values, limited
to the top k retrieved apps (or selected task shortcuts). The
mean average precision (MAP) is then aggregated over the
conversation set for all users. The reciprocal rank of a con-
versation input’s result is the inverse of the index of the first
relevant app (or the selected task shortcut). In case none of

the retrieved apps (task shortcuts) is relevant, the recipro-
cal rank is set to zero. The respective aggregation over the
conversation set is the mean reciprocal rank (MRR).

Evaluating App Ranking
We first evaluated our app ranking algorithm using task-
related conversations from our messaging study. We used
706 pairs of conversation snippets plus what subsequent
apps were used. Excluding 18 user apps which did not have
publicly available descriptions, and 21 apps of game-related
categories, our evaluation dataset consists of 675 conversa-
tions and 221 different app descriptions. For our experiment,
we limited the considered apps to the top k=5 ranked apps,
which means we only consider the prediction correct if the
actual app used is in the top 5 results of the ranking algo-
rithm. This reflects the number of recommended apps seen
in most home launchers (usage frequency based).

We compared our app ranking algorithm against two base-
lines: i) Global Frequency, which simply predicts the next app
based on the number of times an app has been opened by a
particular user [3]. ii) TF-IDF, a standard IR algorithm based
on bag-of-words representations, re-weighted by inverse doc-
ument frequency [54]. Our algorithm (MRR=.81, MAP=.76)
consistently performs better than both Global Frequency
(MRR=.36, MAP=.31) and TF-IDF (MRR=.41, MAP=.37). This
result suggests that a semantic search-based approach is
promising in suggesting next apps to users. TF-IDF was only
able to match the right app when messages contained the
exact words in app descriptions, which our embedding-based
algorithm addresses. But our algorithm sometimes failed to
infer user goals because it overly relies on literal semantics of
conversations. For example, the retrieved apps for a conver-
sation containing “where are you" were all location-related
(e.g., Yelp, Maps, etc), but the user goal was actually to use the
Dialer app, because of an implicit need to reach his contact
immediately.

Evaluating Shortcut Selection
To evaluate the performance of selecting parameterized task
shortcuts, we created a conversation dataset with 10 con-
versations each for Photo Gallery, Documents, Calendar, Re-
minder, and Contacts. We used the original conversations
from our formative study to curate the dataset, but had to
add two additional conversations for Documents due to a
lack of samples. For all conversations, after anonymizing
person names, we generated key phrases using the process
described by Figure 5 a-b), and formed task shortcuts based
on the selected key phrases. Due to a lack of users, we could
not perform the per-app shortcut validation process using
in-app content (as shown in Figure5d). Instead, we only use
simple validation rules to generate reasonably valid task
shortcuts. For example, we consider “New event: yesterday"
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as invalid. There are in total 655 different task shortcuts
generated for the dataset.
To obtain the actual set of task shortcuts which should

be considered relevant, we further gathered 150 separate
responses from MTurkers to collect the top-3 relevant task
shortcuts for each app on each conversation, thus guaran-
teeing at least 3 responses for each conversation. The voting
results were used as ground truth for evaluation. Our result-
ing dataset consists of 50 conversations over 655 different
task shortcuts from 5 supported apps. We only consider the
algorithm produces the accurate prediction if one of the se-
lected task shortcuts is considered as relevant by the MTurk-
ers. With an MRR score of .83 and MAP a score of .74, our
algorithm performs best when a conversation contains time
expressions. Conversations that only contain event or place
names tend to perform worse because 1) it can only match
shortcut templates that only look for location or event key
phrases, and 2) the underlying named entity algorithms fail
to extract the correct entities.

User Study
We conducted a preliminary in-lab user study to gauge the us-
ability and effectiveness of MessageOnTap. Our study aimed
to compare MessageOnTap to how a messaging app user
would normally complete message-related tasks, as well as
to evaluate the effectiveness of the shortcut selection algo-
rithms running on personal contents of personal phones.
Participants were asked to start conversations in their mes-
saging apps in pairs (sitting by different tables, at the same
room), covering two topics. Each topic was associated with
one common task that is supported by MessageOnTap, and
they were asked to only use MessageOnTap to complete their
tasks. Task I is on sharing photos taken at a city previously
visited by one participant in the pair, as recommended points
of interest for the other participant. Task II is on coordinating
an upcoming event a week from the present day. We mea-
sured the time it took participants to complete the task. Four
pairs of participants participated in the study. Each pair had
known each other for at least 6 months, and used a primary
messaging app to communicate to each other (2 pairs used
Messenger on Android, 1 used WhatsApp on Android, and
1 used iMessage on iPhone). They all used calendar apps
on a daily basis to keep track of schedules. None had used
MessageOnTap prior to the study.

User instruction. We explained the purpose of MessageOn-
Tap as a task-centric interface to help with message-related
tasks, but did not provide details about the provided sugges-
tions, and what kinds of key phrases in conversation will
be used to generate. The pair of iPhone users (P1-2) were
given two Android phones installed with MessageOnTap
and were asked using WhatsApp to communicate. Other

three pairs of participants were asked to install MessageOn-
Tap on their personal Android phones using their existing
messaging apps. Afterward, users were asked to turn on Ac-
cessibility, to allow MessageOnTap to scan messages. For
participants who were using personal phones, in each pair,
we picked one participant who had previously taken geo-
tagged photos in other cities as the recommender of a city,
with the other participant looking for recommendations. P1’s
given Android phone had pictures taken in Los Angeles and
pre-set upcoming schedules, and was selected as the recom-
mender. In Task II, we selected the recommenders in Task
I to propose an upcoming event, with the other selected as
the one who would use MessageOnTap to check schedules.
All participants were asked to add the scheduled event to
their calendar using MessageOnTap.

Results. All participants completed the task successfully with
MessageOnTap, with the completion time of 7.2s (SD=2.4), 3.1
times faster on average versus the corresponding tasks of cal-
endar lookup and photo sharing in our messaging study. For
Task I and II, each pair of participants invoked MessageOn-
Tap 4 times (1 looking for photos, 1 checking schedules, and
2 adding an upcoming event) in total. It took an average 1.9s
(SD=0.53) for MessageOnTap to generate the suggestive in-
terface. In the 16 total invocations, MessageOnTap was able
to generate the most relevant task shortcut and the most rel-
evant app for participants 14 times. Specifically, MessageOn-
Tap was able to detect and select many relevant key phrases,
including “concert", "come to P4’s housewarming party",
“John’s birthday" for <T_EVENT>, “next Tuesday", "Friday
next week", “18th", “next week....Saturday" for <T_PERIOD>,
“4 next Tuesday", "noon Friday next week", “530 18th", “6pm
next week....Saturday" for <T_MOMENT>, and “SF", “Hon-
olulu", “New Orleans" for <T_PLACE>. It failed to extract
“career fair" (mentioned by P5) as <T_EVENT> and “Vegas"
(mentioned by P1) as <T_PLACE> because the underlying
named entity recognition did not recognize “Vegas" as an
entity, and “career fair" was not followed by a verb.
In our post-survey, participants reported (in 7-point Lik-

ert scales) that they enjoyed the features provided by Mes-
sageOnTap (Mean=6, 95% CIs=[5.65, 6.35]), thought it im-
proved their effectiveness in completing tasks on a mobile
phone (Mean=5.25, 95% CIs=[5.79,6.70]), and wanted sugges-
tive features like MessageOnTap for messaging apps on their
phones (Mean=5.15,95% CIs=[5.76,6.89]).

In interviews following the study, participants mentioned
aspects of MessageOnTap that they liked and disliked. All 8
participants noted the convenience of using MessageOnTap
due to its relevant suggestions. P1 noted “I really like that
you don’t have to type a lot to create a new event. All you
need to do is click the top suggestion and it can fill in the
rest.". P6 said “This is so much faster". P5 and P6 didn’t notice
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MessageOnTap failed to recognize thementioned event name
“career fair". Because of the successful extraction of time
expressions, both were able to leverage the task shortcut
“New Event: 5:30 18th" to successfully create the event. They
were also able to use the suggested auto-complete option
“career" and “fair" while typing the event name. P6 even
commented that “It’s so cool that it can have auto-complete
even [though] I didn’t type career fair before". This supports
the usefulness of tailoring auto-complete based on text in
conversations.
Because MessageOnTap failed to recognize “Vegas" as a

city name, P2 did not get a parameterized task shortcut for
Task I. This led P2 to go to the “Share photos" task shortcut
and scroll to the desired set of photos. After both tasks, P2
commented that he would expect MessageOnTap to detect
the city name, and “[give] me a suggestion to share photos of
Vegas directly". Three participants compared MessageOnTap
with their existing messaging apps. P2 compared to iMessage
and said MessageOnTap “is more intelligent" and “integrated",
“I know iMessage supports to connect to other apps, but not
like this kind of integration." P5 said MessageOnTap “has
more useful features, instead of just stickers" (compared to
Messenger). Four participants pointed out the benefits of
unifying suggestions. P7 said the actions are “all in one place,
so I don’t have to look for it.", and also commented on the
advantage of confirmations for parameterized task shortcuts,
“it is good to ask for confirmation on the yellow suggestions,
because I might need to change certain things, like the event
name".
We also asked participants what they found challenging

about MessageOnTap. Two participants mentioned the in-
teraction style. Although MessageOnTap’s icon is draggable
to avoid occlusion, P1 and P3 felt the beer-like icon is “a bit
annoying" because of it “blocked the texts". When asked about
how they might improve their experience, P3 noted “will use
it if it is part of the messaging app". P2 noted that integrat-
ing search would further improve its usefulness. Specifically,
“search photos using Vegas" in the Photo Gallery app.

6 DISCUSSION
Our evaluations suggest that MessageOnTap can reliably
present userswith quick shortcuts to streamline tasks prompted
in real-world instant messaging conversations. This evidence
does not, however, suggest that MessageOnTap is immedi-
ately ready for mainstream use. Better conversation mod-
eling can help improve relevance in providing task sugges-
tions, and developer integration efforts and end-user privacy
concerns can prevent MessageOnTap framework being inte-
grated as part of existing messaging app platforms to achieve
task-oriented conversation-awareness for instant messaging.
Here we discuss challenges to overcome in these aspects.

Conversation Understanding
Our text understanding algorithms can associate concepts in
conversation (“hungry") to app descriptions (“restaurant").
However, as mentioned in Section 5, it cannot infer under-
lying intents through the literal meaning of the words. The
shortcut template matching algorithm sometimes fails to rec-
ognize certain key phrases. It also cannot handle negation
well. For example, “9-11 am" can be extracted from “I have
class at 9-11 am", but the desired task suggestion is to look
for schedules other than 9-11 am.
Advanced deep learning language model can improve

conversation understanding. For example, contextualized
word embeddings [9] can replace existing context-free word
embeddings for better semantic representations, and app
ranking performance; public knowledge graph [33] can be
integrated into the key phrase extraction pipeline, so that
phrases that are related to publicly-indexed entities can be
recognized; existing template-based matching for parameter-
ized task shortcuts can be replaced with recent RNN-based
model [47] to achieve better performance in selecting rele-
vant parameterized task shortcuts.

Finally, we note that suggesting tasks for human-to-human
instant messaging conversations is still an under-explored
area in both HCI and NLP community. Our future work is to
generalize the understanding of IM-related task at a larger
scale, and we plan to release a task-oriented conversation
dataset to call attention to the problem we present in the
current paper.

Privacy
The core of our text processing pipeline (Figure 5) is done in
the cloud to reduce latency and battery impact. Despite the
secured network, the sensitivity of conversation data may
still raise user concerns [18]. There is ongoing research on
deploying state-of-the-art deep learning models on mobile
devices [42, 52], so we defer localizing language processing
to future work.
Our app ranking algorithm is transparent to individual

integrated apps, meaning ranking relevance of mobile apps
to the conversation does not leak conversations to these mo-
bile apps. However, other features such as auto-complete,
and data filters would grant apps with access to the cur-
rent conversation of users. Although this conversation ac-
cess is constrained to what is being displayed on the screen
rather than the whole conversation history, malicious apps
can still take advantage of this information. We believe this
is the most challenging factor preventing the adoption of
MessageOnTap’s concept as platform support for messaging
apps.
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Extensibility and Interoperability
Though our focus in this paper is more centered on improv-
ing end-users messaging efficiency, we touch on the plat-
form aspects of existing messaging apps as well. We build
MessageOnTap to be extensible. From an interaction design
perspective, MessageOnTap can reduce user costs with even
more apps are integrated, because relevant apps are generally
displayed on top as a result of our app ranking algorithm. It
can also easily work with a number of messaging apps if they
follow recommended Accessibility guidelines in Android OS.
Our custom code for message extraction only requires 20
lines of Java code for WhatsApp and just 15 lines for Face-
book Messenger.

The present MessageOnTap prototype focuses on stream-
lining task workflow in 5 commonly used apps. Within the
current framework, other task-oriented apps can be inte-
grated to offer users task suggestions, by registering short-
cut templates per task, as well as the corresponding task
interfaces written in HTML. Both can be transmitted to
MessageOnTap client runtime through interprocess com-
munication supported by Android AIDL [31]. The amount
of developer integration efforts are comparable to existing
messaging platforms. To improve interoperability, we envi-
sion a future in which task-oriented apps can be integrated
into the messaging app with no integration costs. Recent
work in programming by demonstration [44] and reinforce-
ment learning [46, 57] show that, in-app task workflow and
schema of tasks can be extracted and automated in a way
that is agonistic to both developers and end users, which can
connect with our conversation-aware suggestion pipeline
to offer a zero-integration messaging-app platform for task-
oriented app integration. In general, we contribute to HCI by
showing how to seamlessly connect conversations with ex-
ternal apps to streamline tasks. Our novel app ranking helps
users navigate an overwhelming number of apps, and our
shortcut matching reduces needing to repetitively type men-
tioned key phrases. Our approach can be used to advance
task support for other domains, including conversational
agents, chatbots, and deep linking.

7 CONCLUSION
Some messages prompt users to do information-related tasks.
To better understand user pain points, we conducted amonth-
long study of messaging behaviors (N=22). Our analysis
found that while message-related tasks were not common,
they were rather long to complete. We also developed a stage-
based model describing different steps in handling messages.
Based on these findings, we designed and implemented Mes-
sageOnTap, a suggestive interface for smartphones that uses
the text in a conversation to suggest task shortcuts to stream-
line likely next actions. In an evaluation of our app ranking

algorithm, we found that it greatly outperformed two base-
lines. In a user study with 4 pairs of participants, we found
that MessageOnTap was effective in handling their freeform
messages and useful helping them complete tasks.
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